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In this note we develop the theory of stochastic integration w.r.t. continuous local martingales 
using a simple time change technique. We allow progressively measurable integrands. 
Let (0,9S, P) be a probability space. A right continuous increasing family 9 = 
(S*)r=o of sub m-fields of 3 is called a reference family if So contains all P-null 
sets in P-completion of 94. Let Z(9) be the class of continuous 9-local martingales 
starting from zero. For M belonging to X(.9), let (M) denote the unique continuous 
increasing process such that M’-(M) belongs to Z(9). A simple proof of the 
existence of (M) for continuous local martingales M is given in [5]. 
Now for M E L(9) and for a ‘simple function’ f, &f dM can be defined as in the 
Brownian motion case. It can be checked that 
In one of the traditional approaches (e.g., [2,3]) the next step is to show that 
any ‘predictable’ process g such that 
can be approximated by simple functions in the ‘norm’ given by (2). Thus, using 
(l), 1 g dM can be defined for such a g. Then the usual stopping time arguments 
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allow us todefine J g dM for all ‘predictable’ g’s such that 
I 
f 
g2 d(M)<co for all t P a.s. (3) 
0 
For other approaches to stochastic integration, see [6] and [7]. 
Having defined Ji g dM for ‘predictable’ g satisfying (3), the general theory of 
processes is used to define J g dA4 for progressively measurable g satisfying (3). 
In this note we show that J g dM for ‘progressively measurable’ g satisfying (3) 
can be directly defined without using any result on ‘preictable’ processes. Our 
approach is roughly as follows. 
If M is such that 
(M)(t, w) is an absolutely continuous function with 
d(M)(t, w)/dt d 1 for all w E 0, 
(4) 
then (1) implies 
“jj,‘TdM)*G [o’fzd’, (5) 
and hence the integral J g d&f can be defined for progressively measurable g 
satifying (2) exactly as in the Brownian motion case-indeed using the same 
approximation result. Then we show that the general case (arbitrary A4 and g 
satisfying (3)) can be reduced to the case of kf, g satisfying (4), (2) by a simple 
time change. 
We start with a result connecting h4 and (M) (see [3, p. 41 and p. 72). Let Y(9) 
be the class of 9 stopping times. For M E Z(S) and T E F(9), let MT(t) = M(t A T), 
11111:: = supsa IMWl. 
Lemma 1. Let M E Z’(S). Then 
(i) if M is a martingale and EM*(t) < 00 for all t, then M*-(M) is also a 
martingale, 
(ii) if E (M) (t) < CO for all t, then M and M2 -(M) are martingales, 
(iii) P(IMIF 3 CX) G P((M)(t) z=P) + /3cu p2 for all positive (Y, 0. 
Proof. (i) Since M* -(M) E Z’(9), get T, E F(9), T,,@J, such that (M2 - (M)JT” is 
a martingale for all n. Thus in particular 
E M2(t A T,,) = E (M)(t A T,,). for all n. 
Doob’s maximal inequality implies that ElMIT* s 4E M2(t) < 00, and hence 
M*(t A T,) +M2(t) in L’ by the dominated convergence theorem. Also 
E (M)(t) = lim E (M)(t A T,) = lim E M*(t A 7’“) = EM*(t) <CO. 
n n 
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Thus M2(t A 7’“) - (M)(t A 7’“) converges in L1 to M*(t) -(M)(t) and hence M* - 
(M) is also a martingale. 
(ii) Let T,, E Y(9), Tntoo be such that MT-, (A42-(M))T- are martingales. Then 
E M*(t A T,) = E (M)(t A T,) c E (M)(t) < 00, 
and hence {M(t A T,): n z= 1) is uniformly integrable. Thus M(t A T,) -M(t) in L’ 
and hence M is a martingale. By Fatou’s lemma, 
E M*(t) slim inf E M*(t A T,) SE(M)(t) -=c 00. 
Now the result follows from (i). 
(iii) Let 
T1 = inf{s: (M)(s) *P} and T = Tr A t. 
Then 
P(jMj:% )sP(T<t)+P(IA4=I:%r) 
s P(T < t) +(Y-* E(MT(t))* (by Doob’s maximal inequality 
and part (ii) above) 
=P(T<t)+C*EM*(T) 
~P((M)(t)~P)+cu-*E(M)(T) 
C P((M)(t) 2 p) + CY -*p. 
We now define a strict time change and state some related results. For a proof 
of some of these, see [4]. 
Definition. A strict S-time change u is a family ((T~)~~~ of 9 stopping times such 
that for all w, (TO(W) =O, limr+cagt(~) = CO and t +(T~(w) is a strictly increasing 
continuous function. 
For a strict 9 time change CT, let u.9 denote the reference family u.F= (9C,)tao 
(see [6, p. 311). For an .?Sprogressively measurable process g, let erg denote the 
process (vg)(t, w) = g(mr(w), w), which is ~9 progressively measurable (see [8, p. 
731). If A4 belongs to 2’(S), then VM belongs to Y’(o.9) and further (CM) = m(M). 
Finally, define a process A by h,(w) = u if (+,, (w ) = t. Then A is a c& time change 
and 9 = A (c”). 
Lemma 2. Let A be an g-adapted continuous increasing process such that A(0, w ) = 
0. Then there exists a strict time change CT such that, for all w, t + uA(t, w) is an 
absolutely continuous function with derivative bounded by 1. 
Proof. Define u by 
ur(w) = u if A(u, w)+u =t. 
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Then it can be easily seen that (TV is a strict time change. Further, for tl < t2, 
CA (t2) - aA (tl) + (T,, -(TV, = t2 - tl 
and hence 
d(f2) -uA(tl) 
c 1 
t2 - t1 
for all tl < f2, w E 0. 
This implies that daA(t, w)/dt d 1 for all t, w. 
For a reference family 9, let Q(9) be the class of all bounded F-simple process 
f of the form 
” 
f = 1 fil[T,,T,+,) 
r=l 
where the Ti’s are 9 stopping times and fi are .9$;-measurable random variables. 
For M belonging to Y(9), let -Yf(S, M) be the class of all 9 progressively measurable 
processes f such that 
P 
(I 
0rf2(u) d(M)(u) <co for all t) = 1. 
We now define the stochastic integral for simple integrands. 
Definition. Let MEZ(S) and f~%(@) be of the form f=C~zlfil~r,,r,+l). Then 
the stochastic integral off w.r.t M is defined to be 
I 
L 
0 
f dM = ,f, fi(M(t A IT;+l)-M(t A T))* 
The following properties of the integral easily follow from this definition. The 
proofs are omitted. 
Proposition 3. Let f e Q(S) and M ~2’(9). Let X(t) = sf, f dM, Y(t) = 
jAf2(u) d(M)(u). Then 
(i) X and X2 - Y belong to Z(S), 
(ii) if w is a strict 9 time change, then uf E 42 (9) and 
(uX)(t) = j’bflb) db’W(u). 
0 
The next step is, as usual, an approximation result. 
Lemma 4. Let M E 2?(S) and f E T”(P, M). Then 
(i) there exist f,, E q(9) such that 
1 f - fn I2 d(M) + 0 in probability for all t 3 0, 
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(ii) if the f,,‘s are as in (i), then 5; fn dM is a C[O, m)-valued sequence which is 
Cauchy in probability, 
(iii) if fn and g, are as in (i), then ji fn dMand ji g, dMconverge to the same limit. 
Proof. Let A(t) = (M)(t) +I: f’ d(M). Get a time change v as in Lemma 3 for the 
process A. Then it can be easily checked that (crM)(t, w) is an absolutely continuous 
function with 
dbM)k w) < 1 
dt 1 
and I T f” d(M) s t. 0 
Let g = uf and N = crM. Then (N) = u(M) and hence 
(R2d(N)=ElC.f2d(M)st. 
0 
Let gk = g((lg] A k)/lg]), then gk are bounded progressively measurable processes. 
By the usual approximation argument (see [l, p. 1761, [3, p. 601) get gk,, E Q(9) 
such that E 5: jgk,, - gk I* du + 0 as n + co for all k, t. 
Then we have 
I 
f 
E lgk -gk,,, d(N)+0 as n +cO for all t, k. 
0 
Also 
I 
t 
E o Ig-gk]2d(N)+0 ask+oo. 
Now, for each k 3 1, get nk such that 
E ,: /gk -gk,nk,‘d(N)a l/zk. 
I 
Then 
E 5: (g - gk,nk I2 d(N) + 0 as k + 00 for all t. 
Let hk = gk,,,,, and fk = h (hk) where A is the inverse of (T. Then 
E ov’~f~-f~2d(M)+0 
I 
asn+m Vt 
and hence 
I 
ot~fn-fi24MW in probability for all t. 
(ii) Let fn be as in (i) and X”(t) = Ji fn dM. Then 
tx.-X.,)(t)=I’lf.-f,l*d(M) 
0 
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so that 
(X,, -X,,,)(t) + 0 in probability as n, m + co. 
Now, by Lemma 1, 
So that X, is a C[O, co)-valued sequence, whch is Cauchy in probability. 
(iii) Since along every sequence f,,, as in (i), lim jfa dM exists, usual interlacing 
argument implies the required result. 
In view of the above result, we make the following definition. 
Definition. Let M E A?(S) and f E ‘V(S, M). The stochastic integral off w.r.t M is 
defined by 
[‘f dM = lim 1: fn dM, 
0 
where fn approximates f as in (i). 
Theorem 5. Let MEW’, f E V(F,M) and let X(t) =I; f dM and Y(t) = 
5: f2 d(M). Then 
(i) X, X2 - Y E Z(9), 
(ii) if u is an 9 time change, then (cX)(t) = Jk (crf) d(crM), 
(iii) if fn E V”(.F, M) are such that Jt 1 f,, -f 1’ d(M) + 0 in probabifity for all t, then 
JA f,, dM + Ji f dM in probability. 
Proof. (i) Let fn be the sequence constructed in Lemma 4(i), g = crf, h, = cfn and 
N=uM. 
Then E J,!, Ih, -81’ d(N) + 0 implies that ax”(t) *ax(t) in L2, crY,(t)+aY(t) in 
L’. Hence 
crX,(t)+~X(t) and a(XE - Y,)+(+(X2- Y) inL’. 
But uX,,, o(Xz - Y,) E Z’(9), E((+Y,,)(t) < 0;) so that ax,, is a square integrable 
martingale. Hence aX and a(X2 - Y) are martingales. This implies that X, X2 - Y 
belong to Z(9). 
(ii) This follows from the similar properties for f E Q(9). 
(iii) This follows from part (i) and Lemma 1. 
Remark. Having defined the stochastic integral w.r.t continuous local martingales, 
the extension to semimartigales and vector- or matrix-valued integrands and/or 
integrators is easy. In all these situations, the technique of time change gives an 
estimate for the growth of stochastic integrals. This estimate is strong enough to 
give pathwise approximations to stochastic integrals and solutions of stochastic 
differential equations. For details, see [4]. 
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